Correct these sentences.

1. weren't their no cookies left asked mom

2. hello out there terry's voice called in a muffled voice

Circle the preposition in this sentence.

3. two delivery trucks pulled into the parking lot.

Choose the best word to complete this sentence.

4. do you know the recipe very ________?

A. easy   B. good   C. well   D. none of these

Divide this word into syllables.

5. standardize ________________________________________
November 18, 2014  Tuesday

**GUM Warm-Up**

**Complete the analogy.**

1. shallow is to deep as imaginary is to _______________________________
   
   make-believe  fiction  authentic  hard-headed

**Subject or Predicate?**

2. *The outcome of the game* depends on us.

**Correct these sentences.**

3. *why cant he never git here on thyme.*
   
   __________________________________________

4. *the silver falcon singers will conclude the show with there interpretation of america the beautiful.*
   
   __________________________________________

**Fact or opinion?**

5. *honey is a nutritious natural food.*_________________________ ________________
November 19, 2014   Wednesday

GUM Warm-Up

Correct these sentences.

1. the sioux lived on the great plains and trackt bufalo

2. Woodland tribes like the onondaga and the seneca lived by the water and maid there homes of wood

Which words have four syllables?

3. representative    technology    currency    substituted

Circle the cause and underline the effect.

4. Mr. Kelly, my principal, always smiles when I pass him in the hall.

Give a common noun for each proper noun.

5. Mr. Beckman _________________ Arlington, Virginia _________________
November 20, 2014    Thursday

**GUM Warm-Up**

**What contraction is made from these two words?**

1. they are
   ________________________________________________________________

**What print reference source would you use to find out about the world's largest volcanoes?**

2. ________________________________________________________________

**Correct these sentences.**

3. whos going to kollect the six oclock male when its delivred
   ________________________________________________________________

4. ive know idea what your talking about
   ________________________________________________________________

**Give a synonym for cruel.**

5. ________________________________________________________________
November 21, 2014   Friday

**GUM Warm-Up**

Read the following paragraph and decide if the underlines parts have a capitalization error, a punctuation error, a spelling error, or no error.

The first olympic games were held in Olympus greece, in 776 B.C. Today's Olympic competitions include many different sports. Approximately, 10,200 athletes participated in the 2000 Summer Games in Australia.

1. ________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________________
4. ________________________________________________________
5. ________________________________________________________